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+ An independent, non-partisan think tank housed within Ryerson University. 

+ Our vision is to create a prosperous Canada where everyone has the opportunity to 
thrive due to an inclusive economy. 

Advanced  

Manufacturing in the  

Age of Automation 

A little bit about Brookfield Institute 
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Section 1 How does  

automation 
work? 

 

Our Tech Workers Definition 

Routine vs non - Routine 
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How automation works 

 

 

Routine vs Non-routine 

How automation works 
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How automation works 

Jobs vs Tasks 

 

 
The “full framework” 

How automation works 

The case of truck drivers 
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How automation works 

 

Section 2 Automation and  

Advanced  

Manufacturing in 
Ontario 

A Macro View 
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Workers at high risk is concentrated in the industrial heartland 
of Ontario 

 

A Macro View 

Manufacturing’s investment in tech has been  
stagnating 
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A Macro View 

 
Significant number of people whose jobs are at high risk 

of being affected by automation 
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Section 3 Stories we  

heard on the 
ground 

 

A Macro View 

On the ground 
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We traveled around Ontario, asking citizens, experts, and stakeholders 
how they have experienced automation in their  

own communities 

 

“35 years ago, you would have had 1,000 people in the weld shop.  

Now we have 100 and we produce more than we ever have.” — 

auto sector stakeholder 

 

“What we’re trying to do is leverage our technology and sophistication 
including automation in order to get a larger portion of the worldwide  

market. The world is small now: we compete with China, India, Portugal,  

etc. Our competitors are not down the street. We have a larger pot of gold  

to go after and the better we get at tech and automation, the market share  

will increase.” —Ontario manufacturer 

 

On the ground 

On the ground 

On the ground 
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“The call centers are the factories you didn’t want to work in 50 

years ago. People hate the environment, the stress, and being  

stuck in cubicles. The factories are way better now; they’re bright  

and clean. People’s thinking needs to catch up to this new 

reality.” – a participant in London 

 

“Instead of getting dressed and walking over 

to the barn at two in the morning, I can check  

the calving pen on my phone while lying in 

bed”  - a farmer 

Section 3Implication 

for  

On the ground 
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Firms, and  

Workers 

 

A concerted effort (government support) in investing in technology 
and R&D 

 

Firms have a role to play in training/education workers 

For Firms 

For Firms 
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Skills of today - skills of tomorrow: 

A lifelong learning/education system 

 

Focusing on training for non-routine skills/tasks 

 

For Workers 

For Workers 

Some Resources 
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+ My email: viet.vu@ryerson.ca 

+ Full report: https://brookfieldinstitute.ca/report/better-faster-stronger/ 

https://brookfieldinstitute.ca/report/better-faster-stronger/
https://brookfieldinstitute.ca/report/better-faster-stronger/
https://brookfieldinstitute.ca/report/better-faster-stronger/

